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SUBJECT:

MEDICARE PART B PREMIUM NOTICE – MAD 065

Clients who are approved for Institutional Care Medicaid (ICM) categories, (081, 083, or 084)
may not have previously been eligible under a Medicare Savings Program category (QMB-040
or SLIMB-045 or SSI). So there is no state buy-in of the Medicare Part B premium. When
clients are eligible for ICM, they are eligible for the state buy-in of the Medicare Part B
premium. Because the Social Security Administration (SSA) is deducting the premium from the
clients’ SS benefits, clients are allowed a deduction for the Part B premium for computation of
the medical care credit (MCC). Workers should enter the information for the deduction on the
MAO1 screen. Workers should advise clients/representatives that SSA will issue them a refund
for an amount equal to the retroactive months of the state’s buy-in. When clients receive the
refund, the refund is due to HSD.
The deduction should remain posted on the MAO1 screen until messages appear on worker’s Q
screens and Action Item 274 REEVAL. MED. CARE CRED. – BUY-IN RETURN appears on
the ACTI screen. Once this happens, workers need to remove the premium amount from the
MAO1 screen and document the reason/date for doing so and remove the Action Item. The
ISD2 will re-compute the MCC, and issue a notice to the client, representative, and the nursing
home advising them of a change in the MCC amount.

Failure to follow the above process allows clients to continue receiving a deduction in the MCC
even though they are receiving a higher OASDI benefit. If the process is not completed timely,
the MCC is incorrect, and it will be necessary for workers to complete a MAD 200 (Notice of
Adjustment in Monthly Payment).
The SSA notifies HSD when refunds are issued to clients due to the state’s effective buy-in of
the Medicare Part B premium. The department issues clients a notice, MAD 065, Medicare Part
B Premium Refund Notice. In the notice we advise clients that their buy-in is in effect, with the
effective date, the refund amount they received, and that the refund received is due to the
Department. Clients send the refunds to the ISD as directed to do so in the MAD 065. In many
cases, clients do not send the money to the Department.
The Medical Assistance Division (MAD) has requested that the MAD 065 be run in duplicate.
We will send the duplicate MAD 065s to the attention of ISD County Directors shortly after the
10th of each month with a note to distribute to workers. Medical workers should file the copy of
the MAD 065 in the case record. The MAD065 will assist the worker to keep track of which
clients refund the money due the Department. Workers should follow up with those clients who
do not submit a refund with a Notice to Client.
Clients who are eligible for PACE and not institutionalized are approved under category 081 or
084. The system that issues the MAD 065 cannot distinguish between PACE and actual
institutionalized clients. There is an exception clause in the MAD065 for non-institutionalized
PACE clients.
For successful buy-in of Medicare Part B premiums on ICM cases, please be sure the Medicare
Claim Numbers on the UEI1 and FMM1 screens are correct as shown on the clients’ Medicare
card. QMB/SLIMB cases should only be dually eligible with ICM cases as shown on the
attached chart.
Please direct questions regarding this material to liz.martinez@state.nm.us or
jill.bowles@state.nm.us.
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Medicaid pays Part B

Medicaid pays
Part A and Part B

If individuals receive Medicare and Social Security
or Rail Road Retirement, and are also on
SSI/Medicaid, dual eligibility with QMB/SLIMB is
not necessary.
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Medicare
Part A = Hospital Insurance
Part B = Medical Insurance

QI1 can not co-exist with any
other Medicaid Category.

Medicaid pays Medicare Part B

Must have free Medicare
Part A

(QI-1s)

QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS

If individuals 65 and over are not eligible for Social
Security, Rail Road Retirement or Medicare Part A and are
receiving SSI/Medicaid, they may enroll in Medicare
“Conditional Part-A”. Once enrolled in “Conditional PartA”, they can apply for QMB. This group of SSI
individuals should be dually eligible with QMB if they
meet all other eligibility requirements. The SDX will
show their Medicare claim number ends with M.

For an individual who qualifies for the ICM, Waiver,
or WDI categories and whose income is more than the
QMB/SLIMB standards, the payment of the Medicare
premium Part B is paid with all state funds.

Must have free
Medicare Part A

SPECIFIED LOW-INCOME
MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES
(SLIMB)

at age 65 must enroll in
Medicare Conditional Part A

If an individual is eligible for the ICM, Waiver, or
WDI categories, and his/her income is less than the
QMB/SLIMB standards, it is advantageous for HSD
if the individual has dual eligibility with
QMB/SLIMB. With dual eligibility, HSD receives
the Federal match 3 to 1 of the State money for
payment of Medicare Parts A and B.

Medicaid pays Part B

Must have free Medicare
Part A

QUALIFIED
MEDICARE
BENEFICIARIES
(QMB)

